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PREFACE
This Standardwas preparedby Standards Australia’s Committee on Information
Processing Systems. It is identical with and has been reproduced from
InternationalStandard ISO 8822:1988,Information processing systems— Open
Systems Interconnection—Connection oriented presentationservice definition.
The Standard is one of a series of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
Standards which are currently under development. Since OSI Standards are
developmental, there may be some minor difficulties encountered in their
implementation.For this reason, Standards Austral ia will be providing a limited
interpretation service to coordinate and disseminate information concerning
difficulties which are identified in using this Standard.
For the purpose of this Australian Standard, the text of the ISO Standard given
herein should be modified as fol lows:
(a) Terminology. The words ‘Austral ian Standard’ should replace the words

‘International Standard’ wherever they appear.
(b) References. The references to International Standardsshould be replaced

by references to Australian Standards as follows:
Reference to International Standard
ISO
7498 Information processing sys-

tems—Open Systems Inter-
c o n n e c t i o n — B a s i c
Reference Model

7498.3 Information processing sys-
tems—Open Systems Inter-
c o n n e c t i o n — B a s i c
Reference model Part 3:
Naming and addressing

8326 Information processing sys-
tems—Open Systems Inter-
connect ion —Basic con-
nection oriented session—
service definition

8824 Information processing sys-
tems—Open Systems Inter-
connection —Specification
of Abstract Syntax Notation
One (ASN.1)

8823 Information processing sys-
tems—Open Systems Inter-
connect ion —Connection
o r i e n te d p re se nt a t io n
protocol specification

TR 8509 Information processing
systems—Open Systems
In terconnect ion —Service
conventions

CCITT Recommendation X.410:
Message handling systems:
Remote operations and
reliable transfer server

Australian Standard

AS
2777 Information processing sys-

t e ms— Op e n S ys t e ms
In t er con ne c t io n — Ba s i c
reference model

2777.3 Information processing sys-
tems— Open Systems Inter-
c o n n e c t i o n — B a s i c
reference model — Part 3:
Naming and addressing

3591 Information processing sys-
tems— Open Systems Inter-
c o n n e c t i o n — B a s i c
connection oriented session
service definition

3625 Information processing sys-
tems— Open Systems Inter-
connection — Specification
of Abstract Syntax Notation
One (ASN.1)

3616 Information processing sys-
tems— Open Systems Inter-
connect ion— Connect ion
o r i e n te d p re se nt a t io n
protocol specification

3620 Information processing sys-
tems— Open Systems Inter-
connection — Service con-
ventions

—
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Information processing systems—Open Systems
Interconnection—Connection oriented presentation
service definition

0 Introduction

This International Standard is one of a set of International
Standards, produced to facilitate the interconnection of
information processing systems. It is related to other
International Standards in the set as defined by the
reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection
(ISO 7498). The Reference Model subdivides the area of
standardization for interconnection into a series of layers of
specification, each of manageable size.

The aim of Open Systems Interconnection is to allow, with
a minimum of technical agreement outside the interconnec-
tion standards, the interconnection of information process-
ing systems

- from different manufacturers;

- under different managements;

- of different levels of complexity;

- of different ages.

This International Standard defines the service available to
entities within the Application Layer of the Reference
Model.

This International Standard recognizes that application-
entities may wish to intercommunicate for a wide variety of
reasons. While not all systems will share a common
method of representing the information they wish to inter-
communicate, they will be agreed about the subject matter
of their communication and the meanings to be assigned to
that information. The presentation-service provides the
proper means of transferring information so that the
semantics are preserved during the transfer.

It is recognized that, with respect to presentation quality of
service (QOS) described in clause 9, work is still in
progress to provide an integrated treatment of QOS across
all of the layers of the OSI Reference Model and to ensure
that the individual treatments in each layer satisfy overall
QOS objectives in a consistent manner. As a consequence,
an addendum may be added to this International Standard at
a later time which reflects further QOS developments and
integration.

1 Scope and field of application

1.1 This International Standard defines (in an abstract way)
the externally visible service provided by the OSI Presen-
tation Layer in terms of

a) the primitive actions and events at the user/service
boundary;

b) the parameter data associated with each primitive
action and event;

c) the relationship between, and the valid sequences of,
those actions and events.

1.2 The service defined in this International Standard is
that which is provided by an OSI presentation protocol (in
conjunction with the OSI session-service) and which may be
used by an OSI application protocol.

1.3 This International Standard does not specify individual
implementations or products, not does it constrain the
implementation of entities and interfaces within a computer
system. There is, therefore, no conformance to this Inter-
national Standard.

2 References

ISO 7498,Information processing systems—Open Systems
Interconnection— Basic Reference Model.

ISO 7498-3,Information processing systems— Open Systems
Interconnection— Basic Reference Model— Part 3: Naming
and addressing.1

ISO/TR 8509, Information processing systems— Open
Systems Interconnection— Service conventions.

ISO 8326,Information processing systems—Open Systems
Interconnection— Basic connection oriented session service
definition.

ISO 8824,Information processing systems—Open Systems
Interconnection— Specification of Abstract Syntax Notation
One (ASN.1).

1) At present at the stage of draft ; publication anticipated in due course.
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